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between the several governments concerned, become
supremely important in a way in which no unitary constitu-
tion could ever possibly be conceived to be. And no legis-
lature in a federation can enact any law repugnant to the
constitution, for if it shall do so, such a law shall be in-
validated by the functionary authorised on this behalf by the
constitution itself. It goes without saying that the provi-
sions of a federal constitution are the only guarantee
which the federating states or the central Government
accept for their existence.
Now the constitution beiug^suprenie and its provisions a
contract between the combining states, it follows that it
should be so defined as to be clearly and unambiguously
understood. That is to say, it should be a written document..
Though the modern tendency, aiming at precision and
clarity, is in favour of having written constitutions and
with the singular exception of Great Britain almost all im-
portant nations have their constitutions in a written
form, yet a unitary state can easily afford to have
an unwritten constitution, but a federation cannot
but have a written constitution. For when a federa-
tion is about to be formed the several federating states have
to decide upon the terms on which they are prepared to
federate. This is a complicated contract affecting every
sphere of their erstwhile absolute independence and so they
have generally to draw the terms in clear and definite words
which have necessarily to be reduced to writing if future
interpretations are to be clear and misunderstandings are to be
avoided. An attempt is bound to be made to settle all possible
questions that are likely to arise even in the remote future,
though in certain eases some extremely complicated matters
may be left^ unsolved. In the United States of America the
fathers of the federal constitution knowingly shelved the
problem of secession of states as the handling of the same
threatened the scheme of the federation itself,

